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Abstract: Ele~troma~etic effects in relativistic heavy ion collisions with impact parameter larger than 
the sum of the nuclear radii are studied using the virtual photon method. With increasing value 

of the relativistic parameter y the hardness of the virtual photon spectrum increases. This leads 
to interesting new effects which will also have to be considered in the design of future relativistic 

heavy ion machines and experiments. The excitation of high-lying giant El and E2 multipole 
resonances is calculated as well as electromagnetic pion production. Coulomb bremsstrahlung is 

calculated and compared to the bremsstrahiung emitted in the more violent central nuclear collisions. 
K-shell ionization and electron-positron pair production is studied. The latter process has a very 

large cross section for heavy ions and contributes significantly to the stopping power of relativistic 

heavy ions in a dense medium. 

1. Introduction 

Due to the Lorentz contraction, the electromagnetic field of a relativistic charged 

projectile as seen from a target (or vice-versa) increases with the relativistic parameter 

y = (1 - u’/ c*)--l/2. Also, the time duration of their electromagnetic interaction 

decreases with l/y [see e.g. ref. ‘)I. This situation corresponds to the presence of 

virtual photons with high energies, the intensities of the virtual photon spectrum 

being proportional to 2’. This means that particularly strong sources of virtual 

photons are provided by heavy ions. Since the short range nuclear effects are 

restricted geometrically to an area of zr(R, + R2)* in a collision, the importance of 

electromagnetic effects, due to their long range and to the Lorentz contraction, will 

increase with y and large impact parameters will contribute to the cross sections. 

It is the aim of this paper to explore, by means of the virtual photon theory [see 

refs. ls7) 1, the electromagnetic effects in relativistic heavy ion collisions. The virtual 

photon theory is outlined in sect. 2. It forms a reliable basis for the effects to be 

studied further. Since relativistic heavy ion accelerators are in operation and are 

being built with increasing energy, we feel that it is important to study such effects 

which can be predicted quite directly due to our good understanding of the elec- 

tromagnetic interaction. These processes may be a source of background for the 
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nuclear interactions one is mainly interested in (like the formation and the possible 

signatures for a quark-gluon plasma) [see e.g. ref. “)I. But they are also interesting 

to study by themselves. 

In low-energy nuclear physics Coulomb excitation plays a key role in the study 

of collective low-lying states and multiple excitation has become a powerful tool 

to extract information about these states. In relativistic Coulomb collisions it is 

possible to excite high-lying states, like the giant El and E2 resonances, due to the 

short duration of the electromagnetic interaction. However, we expect multiple 

excitation effects to be generally of less importance. This will be discussed in sect. 

3. At even higher values of the relativistic parameter y, it will be possible to produce 

pions through the excitation of A-resonances in the nuclei. 

In sect. 4 the emission of bremsstrahlung will be discussed. The effect of the 

virtual photons on the electron cloud will also be an interesting subject in relativistic 

ion studies. We calculate the ionization of electrons, K-shell ionization being most 

important. This is done in sect. 5. A very important process will also be the creation 

of electron-positron pairs: with its large cross section it will be a major cause of 

the stopping power of relativistic heavy ions, as is shown in sect. 6. Our conclusion 

and an outlook are given in sect. 7. Part of this work was reported earlier ‘) in a 

preliminary form. 

2. Virtual photon theory 

A standard way of studying the electromagnetic effects in relativistic heavy ion 

collisions (RHIC) is the use of the Weizslcker-Williams approximation lm4) which 

properly accounts for the electric dipole excitation. But the inclusion of other 

multipolarities of excitation is also very important and recently an extension of the 

Weizsacker-Williams method to include all other multipolarities was accom- 

plished 5V6). In this theory the excitation cross section of one nucleus by an energy 

amount hw due to the electromagnetic interaction with the other nucleus is given by 

(2.1) 

where n,,(w) is the equivalent number of photons with the frequency o (also called 

by virtual photon numbers) of the electric (rr = E) or magnetic (V = M) radiation 

and multipolarity 1. They are given in an analytical form in ref. “). The functions 

oT’( o) are the photonuclear absorption cross sections for the excitation energy hw. 

We shall study here only the effects of the most important multipolarities, namely 

the electric dipole El, the magnetic dipole Ml and the electric quadrupole E2 

interactions. We quote from ref. “) 

2 c2 
n,,(w)=Z2a- - 

O[ 77 v &&-$(K:-~:) ) 1 (2.2a) 
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(2.2b) 

1 , (2.2c) 

where 2 is the projectile charge (for target excitations) or the target charge (for 

projectile excitations), (Y is the fine-structure constant, u is the relative velocity of 

the ions, c is the velocity of light, and K, are the modified Bessel functions of nth 

order as functions of the adiabaticity parameter 

In the above formula y is the relativistic Lorentz factor 

o2 -l/2 

y= l-2 ( > 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

and R is the sum of the two nuclear radii. 

In ref. ‘) it is suggested to improve upon expression (2.3) by using ,$ = (w/yv) x 

(R +$rZ,Z, e2/m,,v2y) where m, is the reduced mass of the two nuclei, in order to 

take into account nuclear recoil effects in an approximate way. This modification, 

which becomes important for lower values of ‘y, will be of minor importance for 

the purpose of this paper. Therefore we prefer to drop this recoil correction at 

present. Another problem is related to the choice of the minimum impact parameter, 

which is not too well defined due to the diffuseness of the nuclear surface, which 

will give rise to Coulomb-nuclear interference effects which are not considered here. 

Perhaps, it will become possible in future relativistic heavy ion experiments to 

determine the impact parameter in a Coulomb collision by a measurement of the 

scattering angle or the recoil energy of one of the two nuclei. This can lead to more 

exact studies of relativistic electromagnetic collisions. 

For 14 y 6 2, corresponding to the intermediate energy regime of some hundreds 

of MeV/nucleon, then nE2 E=- nEl > n M1. But for y s 1, corresponding to the ultrarela- 

tivistic regime, then all virtual photon numbers are equal to (except for the excitation 

of extremely low-lying states, satisfying the relationship oR/c < 1) 

&I= Z2a 1 In 5r LO 2 

2 

+1 6 1 (2.5) 

with S = 0.681085 . * * . The physical reason for these two different behaviours of 

the virtual photon numbers is the following. The electric field of a charged particle 

moving at low energies is approximately radial and the lines of forces of the field 

are isotropically distributed, with their relative spacing increasing with the radial 

distance. When interacting with a target of finite dimension the non-uniformity of 
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the field inside the target is responsible for the large electric quadrupole interaction 

between them. The same lines of force of an ultrarelativistic ( y > 1) charged particle 

appear more parallel and compressed in the direction transverse to the particle’s 

motion, due to the Lorentz contraction. As seen from a target, this field looks like 

a pulse of a plane wave. But plane waves contain all electric and magnetic multi- 

polarities with the same weight. This is the cause for the equality between the virtual 

photon numbers as y + 00. 

In the limit of large frequencies w > yv/ R an adiabatic cutoff sets in and instead 

of (2.5) we have 

n,,, a e-25 . (2.6) 

This means that a useful approximation for some practical purposes is to use the 

relation (2.5) for 5 s 1, and n,{(w) = 0 for 5 > 1. In other words, the spectrum 

contains virtual photons with energies up to 

(2.7) 

For a typical value of R = 10 fm one obtains (E,,),,, = 207 MeV. 

For general purposes, the utility of eq. (2.1) is twofold: (a) if one multipolarity 

is favoured in a certain reaction, then by measuring the total Coulomb reaction 

cross section one can get information about the respective photo-induced process; 

(b) if the experimental data on the photo-induced process are available, one can 

use (2.1) to calculate the contribution of the electromagnetic interaction to the same 

process in a RHIC. The procedure (a) was indeed used in refs. 7,‘o) for two distinct 

aims. In this article we make a study of the relevance of the Coulomb induced 

processes in RHIC by means of the approach (b). For more details about the virtual 

photon theory see e.g. refs. 1,6S7). 

3. Electromagnetic nuclear excitation 

In high energy collisions the electromagnetic excitation is a very sudden process 

and the excited states concentrate in a narrow region around the so-called giant 

resonances. These resonances will mostly decay by particle emission, or by fission 

in the case of very heavy nuclei like uranium. A direct break-up of the nuclei is 

also possible [see e.g. ref. ‘“)I. We can make some estimates of the contribution of 

each multipolarity to this process by using some theoretical sum rules for the 

excitation of giant resonances in the heavy ions. For simplicity we shall only treat 

the cases of the electric dipole and the electric quadrupole excitations. But, of 

course, one can directly include other multipolarities if necessary. 

In heavy nuclei the El and E2 giant resonances are peaked around the energies ‘l) 

Egh = 80/A1’3 MeV , Wa) 

E$i = 62/A’j3 MeV . (3.lb) 
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To a good approximation we can take the factors +,(o) and Q(W) outside the 

integrals in (2.1) 

ndJm 
uCF= E(l) aF’(E,) dE,+n,,[Egh]E$k I ay(E,) dE, 

(E,)’ 
(3.2) 

GR 

and make use of the sum rules “) 

I a:‘(E,)dE,-60~MeV.mb, 

uE2(E ) 
y dE, -0.22 ZA2/’ pb/MeV. 

(EJ2 
(3.3b) 

Within these approximations the dependence of the Coulomb fragmentation cross 

sections (TcF on the energy of the projectile E lab is due to the dependence of nEl 

and nE2 on that parameter. In fig. 1 we plotted the Coulomb fragmentation cross 

section WoF for 238U nuclei by means of 40Ca projectiles as a function of the 

laboratory energy per nucleon. For the nuclear parameter R we used 

R = RI + R2 = 1.2(A:” + A:“) fm . (3.4) 

The dashed line corresponds to the El fragmentation mode and the dash-dotted 

line to the E2 one. The solid line is the sum of the two contributions. We note 

that the Coulomb fragmentation cross section overcomes the geometrical cross 

section UN = r(R1 + RJ2 for very high energies. One also observes that the E2 

fragmentation mode is very important at intermediate energies (some hundreds of 

_o 
E 

b 
b 

lo3 : 

102: 

I- 

E ( GeV 1 

Fig. 1. Coulomb fragmentation cross section of 238 U by means of relativistic %Ja projectiles as a function 
of the laboratory energy per nucleon. The dashed line corresponds to the contribution of the giant electric 

dipole excitation to the fragmentation. The dash-dotted curve is the contribution of the giant electric 

quadrupole excitation and the solid curve is the sum of these two contributions. 
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MeV/nucleon) and even for very high energies it can account for approximately 

10% of (Tcr. The excitation of giant magnetic dipole resonances in RHIC is of less 

importance since for intermediate energies nM1 < nEl( nM1 = (u/ ~)~n~,) and for higher 

energies where nM1 = nEl the cross section for the process will be smaller than that 

for the El case by the relative strength of the two giant resonances u”‘/crE1 = 

(pN/eR1)2 = (h/2m,cR,)’ s 1, where mN is the nucleon mass. 

Experimental observation of Coulomb fragmentation in RHIC was obtained by 

the groups of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and the Ames Laboratory [see e.g. 

refs. 12,‘3)]. If one could improve those experiments it would be a nice way for 

extracting information about the different decay modes of the nuclei through the 

excitation of giant resonances. The total photonuclear cross section is given by 

uy = c (a!‘+ cry) 
I 

(3.5) 

Normally, only a few multipolarities contribute to a given process. Then by experi- 

mentally determining the total Coulomb excitation cross section in RHIC at different 

experimental conditions (e.g. by varying the beam energy) and using eq. (2.1) one 

will obtain a simple set of linear algebraic equations which can be solved to give 

the contributions of each multipolarity to the equivalent photonuclear process in 

(3.5). Of course, the method will not work for those processes in which nE, = nMI = n 

since then uc-j n(w)a,(w) do/w and the separation of the multipolarities will 

not be possible. 

It has been suggested 14) that one could have information on the different contribu- 

tions of the Ml and of the E2 excitation of a nucleon to a A-resonance by measuring 

the total Coulomb cross section for this process in a collision of a nucleon with a 

high-2 nucleus at relativistic energies in the same way as was done in the CERN 

experiment to determine the lifetime of the _X’O particle “,‘). But, since the excitation 

energy of hw = 300 MeV is quite large, implying that wR/c = 15 (for R = 10 fm), 

then nE2/nM1 = 1 [see ref. ‘)I and the separation of the Ml and E2 contributions 

will be quite difficult in that approach. 

The relations (2.2) were calculated on the basis of the first order perturbation 

theory “). In principle, this is a good approximation since, roughly speaking, the 

Coulomb interaction time in a RHIC is so short that one expects at most one virtual 

photon can be exchanged. In the time-dependent perturbation theory this means 

that the excitation amplitudes must be much smaller than one to justify the use of 

a first order perturbation method. In connection with Coulomb excitation in RHIC 

that question was nicely discussed in ref. ‘). But the possibility of multiple excitation 

in RHIC would be of great experimental interest. We calculated the probability 

amplitude for exciting a giant dipole resonance on a nucleus (2,) A2) by means of 

the Coulomb interaction with a projectile (Z,, A,) in the case at which it could be 

as large as possible, namely when the impact parameter b is equal to the sum of 

the two nuclear radii R = R, + R2. By using the TRK sum rule ‘l) for the El resonance 
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and relating to the excitation amplitudes as given by eq. (2.15) of ref. ‘) we find 

(3.6a) 

l%lm=*l = 0.29a 
Z,JN,Z, c= 

A;/3 7 Kl(5) 9 (3.6b) 

where m is equal to the angular momentum transfer along the beam direction. In 

fig. 2 we plot a, = Iair],=, and a, = IUifl,=*, for the excitation of I60 in the reaction 

*“Pb + 160, and of 238U in the reaction 238U+238U as a function of the laboratory 

energy per nucleon. We observe that in both cases a, decreases with increasing 

laboratory energy while a, reaches a constant value. This occurs because a0 corre- 

sponds to excitation generated by a pulse of light in the direction perpendicular to 

the ion beam while a, corresponds to another pulse in the beam direction. For high 

energies the first pulse becomes negligible and only the second one is important 

[see ref. ‘), p. 7191. One also notes that the Coulomb excitation (mainly a,) of light 

systems like 160 by heavy ions has a small amplitude, while the same is not true 

_ 

s 

loo 

10-l 

1o-2 

E , ab.+l (GeV) 

Fig. 2. Amplitudes for excitation of the giant electric dipole resonance of 160 and ‘% by means of the 

Coulomb interaction with relativistic *‘*Pb and ?J projectiles, respectively, as a function of the 
laboratory energy per nucleon. The amplitude a,(,) = ~a,f~,=o~,~ corresponds to an angular momentum 
transfer of zero (one) unit in the direction parallel to the beam from the relative motion to the target. 
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for a heavy system like 238U. We took the smallest possible impact parameter; for 

larger impact parameters the excitation amplitudes will diminish. Nevertheless, a 

study of the role of multiple excitation in RHIC is worthwhile. 

A very interesting subject is that concerning pion production in RHIC. The 

produced pions are supposed to be a source of information of the violent hadronic 

processes occurring in the central collisions. As implied by the relation (2.7) more 

and more virtual photons become available for energies E, 2 140 MeV corresponding 

to the photonuclear pion threshold, as one goes to higher beam energies. Above 

this energy the total photonuclear cross section is dominated by pion production 

and can be approximately written as 

(3.7) 

Experimentally it is found that Aeff is approximately independent of w, and shows 

a pronounced shadowing effect A,tr= A”.9. We assume, for simplicity, 

u y,proton = gy,neutron SU 
YP * (3.8) 

Then, pion production in RHIC through the Coulomb interaction can be approxi- 

mately written as 

00 
a(XY + TXY) = 

I 0.14GeV 
n,W,)A!:9+p(E,) 5 

Y 

I 

02 

+ ~dE,M~9~,p(E,) d&/E,, (3.9) 
0.14GeV 

where n, corresponds to the virtual photon spectrum generated by the nucleus X 

and that will cause the production of pions by the interaction with nucleus Y, and 

n2 corresponds to the inverse case. We use & = Ml since the pions are mostly 

produced through the nucleonic excitation to a A-state which we assume to be of 

magnetic dipole origin. But the exact treatment of the multipolarity in this process 

is unimportant since for the relevant virtual photon energies which lead to pion 

production the virtual photon numbers are all approximately given by eq. (2.5). We 

used the experimental data of ref. 16) for a,,. The result of the integrations in (3.9) 

is shown in fig. 3 for the reactions 40Ca+40Ca and 238U+ 238U as a function of y 

(roughly E,,,/A, = y GeV for y zz= 1). There is a steep increase of the cross sections 

until a stage where they increase approximately proportional to (A,Z:+ A,Zf) In y. 

The cross sections at this stage are quite large and for very heavy systems like 

238U+238U it even can compete with those arising from hadronic interactions. The 

main difference is that while in a given Coulomb collision (b > R1 + R,) the pion 

multiplicity can be at most one, in a central collision a large amount of pions can 

be produced. On the other hand, in relativistic heavy ion colliding beam accelerators 

the ion beams circle and collide many times before they are ready to be used in a 
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10* 
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Y 
Fig. 3. Coulomb production cross sections of pions for the reactions %a+%a and 23%JC238U as a 

function of the relativistic Lorentz factor ‘y. 

certain experiment. In these cases, the Coulomb interaction can produce an undesir- 
able cloud of pions around the beams which might lead to experimental difficulties. 

Pion production by means of Coulomb interaction was recently “) studied for 
carbon-carbon collisions below 300 MeV/nucleon. There it was concluded that this 
process is of minor importance for explaining the data on subthreshold pion 
production. The fact that pion production by means of electromagnetic interaction 
can only be important for higher beam energies is immediately clear from fig. 3. 

4. Bremsstrahluog 

The emission of y-rays in RHIC will be an important diagnostic tool for the time 
development of the nuclear collision [see e.g. refs. ‘8T’9)]. We will investigate the 
bremsstrahlung process for Coulomb collisions (b =z R, f R2). This could be a 
potential source of background to be considered in possible experiments. A unique 
feature of this bremsstrahlung effect is the interference of the radiation from target 
and projectile. This will be specially important at low values of 3: it leads particularly 
to the well known vanishing of the El bremsstrahlung for systems with 2,/M, = 
Z,/A4,. In contrast to the low-energy case the emission of Coulomb bremsstrahlung 
at relativistic energies will be predominantly of El origin. 

In accord with eq. (14.67) of ref. ‘) the energy radiated per unit solid angle per 
unit frequency interval is given classically by 

(4.1) 
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where E, = ho is now the energy of a real photon and 

(4.2) 

where i = l(2) refers to the projectile (target) labels, ri(u,) are their respective 

positions (velocities), and n^ is the direction of emission of the photon. By expanding 

eq. (4.1) the first (second) term corresponds to the radiation emitted by the projectile 

(target) and the third term to the interference between the two previous ones. Let 

us first discuss the radiation emitted by the target, assumed to be the laboratory 

system of reference. 

The electric field at the position of the target and at time t when the projectile 

passes by with an impact parameter 6 is 

Z,eyvt 

-Geyb 
Et = [b2+ y2v2t2~3/2 7 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

where the z(t) indices denote the direction parallel (transverse) to the velocity of 

the projectile. In the laboratory system the target has a non-relativistic motion and 

we can use the dipole approximation ‘) 

(4.4) 

where M2 denotes the target rest mass and E,(w), E,(o) are the Fourier transforms 

of the electric fields of eqs. (4.3). Expanding the triple vector product in (4.4) we 

obtain 

Z2Z4 e6x2 1 2 

r2M:c3b2v2 
{(1-cos20)~K~(x)+(l-sin’Bsin’f#~)K:(x)}, 

(4.5) 

where x = wb/ yv and (~9, C#J) are the angular coordinates of n^. 

The relation between (4.5) and the differential cross section for emission of 

bremsstrahlung radiation is 

(4.6) 

Both integrations can be done analytically and the final result can be written as 

(4.7) 
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where @(E,) is equal to the virtual photon number nEl as given by eq. (2.2a) with 

2 =Z,. The result (4.7) has a very interesting interpretation: the emission of 

bremsstrahlung by the target (or by the projectile) can be viewed as the rescattering 

of the virtual photons generated by the projectile (target). The bremsstrahlung cross 

section is then given by the product of the virtual photon number per unit energy, 

given by n,,(E,)/E, and the classical Thomson cross section UT = s ~(Z~e*/A4c~)~. 

To calculate the radiation emitted by the projectile we can use (4.5) for the 

radiation emitted in the frame of reference of the projectile by interchanging the 

indices 1 and 2. Then we make a Lorentz transformation of d’I/dw dR, o and 0 

to the corresponding variables in the laboratory system (see eqs. (11.30) and (15.5) 

of ref. ‘). We then obtain 

Z;lZz e6x2 

r2Mfc3b2v2 
{[(l-p cos t?)2-(cos e-p)2]K;(y) 

+[cos2f$(l--p cos e)2+(cos e-p)*]K:(y)}, (4.8) 

where 13 = v/c and y = 7x( 1 -p cos 0). Integrating (4.8) in the same way as in (4.6) 

one finds 

where 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

with the K, as functions of x = -ye( 1 - pu) and u = cos 0. This last integration has 

to be solved numerically. 

The radiation emitted by the projectile interferes with that from the target. To 

calculate it we have to expand the expression 

== (AT. A,+A, * A;). 
3 4rr*c 

To that aim we rewrite A, 

A,_5 
. I co n^ x [(n^-PI x 81 eio,(l-pcos8) dt 

W -_co (1 -p* $2 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

We then use fi =/3i in the laboratory system. We also calculate b in the projectile 

system of reference by the action of the fields given by (4.3). Transforming fi to 

the laboratory system, the integration in (4.12) can be solved analytically. The 
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amplitude A2 is simpler to calculate as already shown in eq. (4.4) and (4.5). Inserting 

A, and A2 obtained in that way in eq. (4.11) we find 

2z:z: e6w2 1 

rr2y2M,M2c3v4 1-p cos 0 (I -cos* 0) $ &(X)&(Y) 

+~(l+cos2e-2p cos B)K,(x)K,(y) . 
1 

(4.13) 

Integrating (4.13) in the same way as in (4.6) one finds 

where 

2 1 
@(E Y )_-322 1 za- l 0 c 5 I du 

7T Y v -1 [(l-Pu)2-(1/Y2)1(1-pu) 

++(I+ u2-Wu) (1 -Pu)K,(SK(x) -; &(~)KI(x) . 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

For Z, = Z, and y --, 1 we obtain that r$’ = nb:’ + nit) which expresses the well-known 

result of absence of bremsstrahlung dipole radiation for Coulomb collisions of 

particles with equal charge-to-mass ratio. 

In fig. 4 we show &! (f or i = 1 solid line, for i = 2 dashed line, and for i = 3 

dash-dotted line) as a function of the ratio between the nuclear dimension R and 

the real photon wavelength and for several values of y. We used Z1 = Z2 = 10. One 

observes that nbr (3) becomes smaller in comparison to nc: and ng) as y increases. In 

the limit y + co, nrr)+ 0. This means that the radiations emitted by the projectile 

and by the target do not interefere with each other as y + 00. It occurs because the 

recoil of the projectile is not instantaneously proceeded by the recoil of the target 

as in the non-relativistic case. For relativistic energies the recoil of the nuclei is 

displaced in time by the retardation which leads to the incoherent emission of 

radiation. Also, in that limit the radiation emitted by a projectile is more intense 

than the one emitted by the target. This is because photons of energy E!,, in the 

projectile system of reference, emitted approximately isotropically, appear in the 

laboratory within a forward cone &_= l/y and with energies of the order of 

E,= YE;, i.e. energetic photons in the laboratory system come from soft photons 

in the frame of reference of the projectile [see e.g. ref. ‘)I. 

A more violent source of bremsstrahlung radiation has its origin in the collision 

with b < R, + R2 where part of the charges carried by the projectile almost comes 

into stop. To compare the relevance of these two different mechanisms of producing 

bremsstrahlung, i.e. the Coulomb and the nuclear one, we use the results of ref. ‘*) 
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012345 

wR/c 
Fig. 4. The adimensional bremsstrahlung strength functions n 2; (see text) plotted against the ratio 

between the nuclear dimension R and the photon wavelength for several values of y. 

where the nuclear bremsstrahlung in RHIC was calculated on the basis of a nuclear 

fireball model which accounts for the possible formation of two fireballs. Integrating 

eq. (5) of that reference with respect to the solid angle we obtain (for the special 

case of symmetrical systems, i.e., 2, = Z, = Z) 

1.9+x0 Z2aR2 =- 
-~~(~)+~~PPF)+~(PTFJ 

Nbr 28 E, 

where 

-2[G(P, PPF)+ G(P, PTF) -W&F, PTF)II, 

F(P)=iln 
l+P 

( > 
- -2 
1-P 

PPF 

G(P.P’)=2(p-pF) PF 
{ 

“:F(PF)-+(B)+2(a-PF) 
1 

(4.16a) 

(4.16b) 

(4.16~) 

with PPF and PTF reSpeCtiVely equal to the PrOjeCtik and target fireball velocity as 

given by eq. (6) of ref. la). We used in that equation the transparency factor n equal 

to 75%. We define the dimensionless quantity 

(4.17) 
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TABLE 1 

Ratio of nuclear and Coulomb bremsstrahlung cross sections for the reaction 40Ca+40Ca and E, = 

10 MeV; the value of E,(du/dE,),,, is also given 

Y r(-y,E,=lOMeV) 

1.1 2.6 x 10’ 5.1 x 1o-2 

1.5 5.3 x lo5 0.69 

10 1.0x lo6 18.5 

100 1.5 x lo6 27.7 

where the Coulomb bremsstrahlung cross section (da/dE,,),,, is given by the sum 

of eqs. (4.7), (4.9) and (4.14). In table 1 we show r(y, EY) for the reaction 40Ca+40Ca 

and E, = 10 MeV. One observes that only for low values of y (in which case Coulomb 

repulsion corrections to the trajectory must be taken into account) the Coulomb 

bremsstrahlung is relevant. Also, for greater values of E, the ratio r increases. 

Coulomb bremsstrahlung seems to be of little relevance in RHIC. Its role increases 

for collisions of less massive particle like electron or muon-nucleus scattering and, 

e.g., could be useful for obtaining information on the elastic scattering of photons 

on unstable particles, like pions. For example, in the process 2 + r + 2 + 7r + y one 

could study the scattering of photons on pions, this could yield a value of the pion 

polarizability via the Rayleigh scattering amplitude, which increases in importance 

as compared to the Thomson scattering term (see eq. (4.7)) with increasing y-energy. 

5. K-shell ionization 

Ionization of K-shell atomic electrons by means of relativistic particles is a subject 

of increasing interest [see e.g. ref. ‘“)I. We will limit our analysis to the cross sections 

for ionization of a given target by means of relativistic heavy ions. Opposite to 

heavy ion scattering at nonrelativistic energies, in the relativistic case K-shell 

ionization is favoured as compared to L, M, etc. ionization of the atoms of a dense 

target as the ions penetrate it. In ref. 2’) a simple expression for these cross sections 

was obtained by separating the ionization into those arising from close and distant 

collisions. The contribution from distant collisions was calculated by replacing the 

field of the incident ion by a spectrum of virtual photons and multiplying it with 

the photoelectric cross section. The contribution from close collisions was based on 

the binary encounter approximation which assumes that for high beam energies the 

atomic electrons can be regarded as free. The total cross section can be written as 

ffK=ubsaK+~b>nK, (5.1) 

where aK is the K-shell radius and ab>OK and o&,, are given by the equations (18) 

and (22) of that paper, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. Cross section for atomic K-shell ionization of *% by means of relativistic ‘%a projectiles as a 

function of the Lorentz factor 7. The dashed (dash-dotted) curve corresponds to the contribution of 

impact parameters smaller (larger) than the K-shell radius. The solid curve is the sum of the two 

contributions. 

In fig. 5 we show the cross section for K-shell ionization of 238U targets by means 

of relativistic 40Ca projectiles as a function of 7. One sees that for great values of 

y the contribution of distant collisions a,,,, is larger than that from close collisions 

ab,,, which tends to a constant value as -y+ 00. In that limit, the virtual photon 

theory alone can account for the main features of the cross sections. As soon as the 

K-shell electrons are most tightly bound the photoelectric cross section is largest 

and preferentially K-holes are formed. 

Since the ionization cross sections are large, the relativistic heavy ion ionization 

could perhaps be used as a variant of the well-known PIXE 22) technique for the 

analysis of materials. 

6. Electron-pair production and stopping power 

Since the photon energy necessary to produce an e+e- pair in the field of a nucleus 

is quite small (E, 2 1 MeV) it must be a process of great importance in RHIC. The 

pair production due to the electromagnetic interaction in a collision between the 

nuclei X and Y is given by 

I 

co 
a(XY + e+e-XY) = 

2m,c2 
n,(E,)a(yX+e+e-X) T 

Y 

cc 

+ 
I 

n2(Ey)cr(yY+e+e-Y)$. (6.1) 
2m,c* Y 
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For simplicity we use with good approximation the cross section for pair production 

by real photons in the field of a nucleus A, in the case of complete screening by 

the atomic electrons, given by 23) 

a(yA+e+e-A)=TZ’rza [In (-$) -&-f(Z)], (6.2a) 

where r,, = e2/m,c2 is the classical electron radius and f(2) is a correction to the 

plane wave Born approximation 

f(Z) = Pj2 j, n(n2;Z2a2). (6.2b) 

We also use (2.5) for the virtual photon numbers in (6.1) and, instead of infinity, 

we set the adiabatic cutoff (2.7) in the upper limit of the integrals in (6.1). The 

result can be expressed analytically and, in the special case of identical nuclei 

(Z,=Z,=Z; AI=A2=A) 

a(AA+ e+e-AA) = Z2cu 2 
?l 

{ [ln~]2-[ln(1/S)j’}~(yA+eieA). (6.3) 

In fig. 6 we plotted the cross sections for e+e- pair production in RHIC due to the 

electromagnetic interaction for the collision of 40Ca+40Ca and 238U + 238U as 

obtained from eq. (6.3). One observes a logarithmic increase with the energy and 

also a great enhancement of the cross sections with the charge number of the systems 

involved. This comes from the approximate Z:Z: dependence of the cross sections. 

Like in the case of pion production the e+e- pair production in RHIC will lead to 

lo2 

lo1 

loo 

10-l 

Y 
Fig. 6. Cross sections for Coulomb production of electron-positron pairs in the relativistic heavy ion 
collisions of %a+?a and 238 U +‘?J as a function of the Lorentz factor ‘y. Note that the ordinate is 

given in kilobarns. 
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the formation of a cloud of electrons (and positrons) accompanying the beams in 

relativistic heavy ion accelerators. This might also be a cause of experimental 

difficulties. 

One common characteristic of atomic ionization and of e+e- pair production is 

the very large value of the cross sections. Although the energy transferred to the 

atomic electron or to the e+e- pair is generally small one still can expect that they 

can cause a great energy loss of the projectiles as they penetrate a dense medium. 

The energy loss per unit length will be given by 

(6.4) 

where p is the number of atoms per unit volume of the medium. In the case of 

atomic ionization (E,),,, is equal to the ionization energy I and (E,),,, is set to 

2m,c2y2p2 for b =s aK and to @/a, for b > a K. By using the equation for da/dE, 

as given in ref. 2’) we obtain 

=4h,ll?(~)2-$(~) &{&+ln (y) -p>, (6.5) 

where mN is the nucleon mass and I is given in units of m,c2. The quantity 

h,=l= 1 
(6.6) 

PUN w(R, + R212 

is equal to the mean-free-path of the projectile if it only would interact with the 

target by means of nuclear forces. The contribution from b > aK gives 

- 

where q = Ia,l yhv. 

-Cq3G-ln 4)-2q2(1-ln 4)1), (6.7) 

The contribution to the stopping power due to e+e- pair production can be 

calculated in the same way as before by using eq. (2.5) and the cutoff (2.7). This 

leads to 

4 
=- 

r2 
u( yA2 + efe-A2) 

-I+&(lnS+I) 
e 

(6.8) 

The contribution to the stopping power coming from e+e- pair production in the 

nuclear field of the projectile is obtained from (6.8) by interchanging the variables 

corresponding to the projectile and the target. But the atomic ionization of the 

projectile or the pair production in the nuclear field of the projectile by an amount 
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of energy AE contributes to an energy loss of the order of yAE from the relative 
motion. The total energy loss is then given by 

(6.9) 

where (dE/dx),,* is obtained by summing eqs. (6.5), (6.7) and (6.8) for the projectile 
(target). In fig. 7 we plot -(l/E) dE/dx in units of A-,’ for relativistic *“Pb nuclei 
incident on a *08Pb target. The dashed curve represents the contribution from atomic 
collisions and the dash-dotted curve is the contribution from pair production. The 
solid curve is given by eq. (6.9). We observe that in contrast to low-energy collisions, 
where atomic ionization predominates, in RHIC the main contribution to the 
electromagnetic stopping power comes from e+e- pair production. In the ultrarela- 
tivistic limit y S= 1 it tends to a linear function of y 

(In S + l)a(yA, + e+e-Al) . (6.10) 

In fig. 8 we show the stopping power due to e+e--pair production of 238U ions as 
they penetrate several targets, in units of AN’. One notes that for very high beam 

Fig. 7. Coulomb stopping power of “‘Pb projectiles as they penetrate a ao8Pb target in units of the 
inverse of the nuclear mean free path A, (see text) and as a function of the Lorentz factor y. The dashed 
curve corresponds to energy loss due to atomic K-shell ionization. The dash-dotted curve corresponds 
to the energy loss due to e+e- pair production in the target region. The solid curve is the sum of the 
contributions of atomic ionization and e+e- pair production in the projectile and in the target as given 

by eq. (6.9). 
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Fig. 8. Coulomb stopping power of 238U projectiles as they penetrate several dense targets in units of 

the inverse of nuclear mean free path AN and as a function of the Lorentz factor -y. Only the energy loss 

due to e+e- pair production is taken into account. 

energies the stopping power due to e+e- pair production is comparable to that 

originating from pure nuclear interactions. 

7. Conclusions 

Electromagnetic effects in RHIC are very important and interesting. Since the 

electromagnetic interaction is well known reliable theoretical predictions are poss- 

ible. The method of virtual photons has proven to be a very powerful and transparent 

tool to study these effects. It allows a clear separation into a purely kinematical 

aspect (virtual photon number) and a cross section for a process induced by real 

photons. Since with an increasing value of the relativistic parameter y the hardness 

of the virtual photons is increased, many new possibilities open up. Thus it becomes 

possible to excite strongly collective high-lying nuclear states (GMR), a process 

which has already been observed and which is theoretically well understood. With 

increasing -y, pion production will become important, it has been quantitatively 

calculated in this paper, based on our knowledge of pion production in y-nucleus 

interactions. Bremsstrahlung, the elastic scattering of virtual photons on charged 

particles, is relatively unimportant for the heavy ions, although interesting effects 

are also to be observed in this field. K-shell ionization will be large; most prominent 

will be the strong efe- pair production. It will also contribute significantly to the 

RHI stopping power. Since the electric field of a heavy ion is 2 times stronger than 
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the field of a particle with charge e (like e, p, p), it is in some cases a very useful 

source of virtual photons. Apart from the interest of electromagnetic effects in RHIC 

for their own sake, it will be important to take these effects with large cross sections 

into account in the considerations of building RHI machines as well as in the design 

of experiments whose main aim will be the study of nuclear matter under extreme 

conditions. 
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